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XUV300

WELCOME
S I R I S H C H A N D RA N
S THE FUTURE ELECTRIC? WALK AROUND
the Auto Expo and you will be convinced it
is! From the entry gate of the Expo, you will
be able to hitch a ride in the Mahindra Atom, an
electric last mile connectivity solution that is set to
transform inter-city commuting in the country when it
gets launched this year. Quiet, air-conditioned,
spacious, configured like a London Taxi with space for
bags, very small in terms of its physical footprint and
cute styling – our cities will be much nicer with these
running around between offices and metro stations.
Today the Atom will drop you off outside Hall 14 where
you can walk into the Tata Motors stand and win a ride
in the Nexon EV that is running rings inside their
massive stand, and then go check out the Altroz EV
that looks almost production ready. Over at Mahindra,
you should check out the eKUV100 that has been
launched at `8.25 lakh making it the most affordable
passenger electric vehicle. As Dr Goenka said, “Now
there’s no excuse for not buying an electric car.”
There’s also the eXUV300, the electric version of
India’s safest car that we have highlighted on this very
page and is launching next year.
Speaking of affordability, at Renault they’re showing
the electric Kwid that is already on sale in China. As for
high-end EVs, VW is showcasing the cool I.D.Crozz SUV
in concept form. And Mercedes will put the EQC on
sale by April. Great Wall Motors have launched their
electric-only GWM EV brand and are showcasing the
cute R1 concept and MG have a whole host of EVs on
display at their huge stand.
Plus there are a slew of e-bikes from established
brands to start-ups, all featured in this issue of the
Show Daily. Enjoy your Sunday at the Expo.
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SAFETY FIRST!

Mahindra’s Safety Zone at Auto Expo 2020
demonstrates its leadership in vehicular safety in India
NHANCING PASSENGER AND
pedestrian safety has always been
Mahindra’s focus and is especially
significant given that today’s
conscious buyers rate safety as a top
priority while making their purchase decision. Still,
India scores quite poorly on road safety parameters.
The XUV300 is one of India’s safest cars with a Global
NCAP 5-star rating for adult safety and a 4-star rating
for child safety.
The XUV300’s segment-first features seven airbags,
four disc brakes, front parking sensors along with
electronic stability control, ABS and EBD, and tyre
tronics render it as one of the best-equipped sub
4-metre CSUVs.
The Marazzo too scores high on safety, with a 4-star
rating for adult safety in GNCAP. The MPV’s body-onframe chassis adds to its toughness. It is also the only
MPV to offer disc-brakes on all four wheels.
Mahindra has developed passive safety technologies
with the aim to reduce occupant and pedestrian injury
post-collision. Mahindra’s R&D prowess will also be
trained on preventing accidents even before they
occur — through active safety technologies.
Mahindra’s Safety Zone at the Auto Expo 2020,
showcases the promise of Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS) in delivering on Active Safety and is
packed with cutting-edge features explained below:
Driver Monitoring System consists of a driver-facing
camera and infrared sensors that monitor your face
and check for signs of inattentiveness and drowsiness.
If the system thinks it’s not safe for you to continue
driving and you need a break, a warning will appear on
the car’s instrument cluster. Autonomous Emergency
Braking kicks in during emergency situations such as a
pedestrian or vehicle suddenly entering your car’s

E

path. With a front-facing camera and sophisticated
algorithms, the car takes control and applies the
brakes in an instant, without the need for driver inputs.
Lane Keeping Assist ensures that your car does not
drift outside its intended lane. A front facing camera is
constantly scanning the road to check the car’s
position with respect to the lane markings. If the car is
found to be steering away from the lane, the system
offers mild steering inputs to help correct its path.
Blind Spot Detection uses two radar units hidden
behind the rear bumpers to detect vehicles or people
hidden in and around the driver’s blind spots and alerts
with visual warnings.
Front Cross-Traffic Alert uses corner radar sensors
to detect vehicles or people moving towards you
around blind corners. The system offers visual
warnings to prevent your car from having a collision.

MARAZZO
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MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA

GOING ELECTRIC

EXUV300

HALL
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Mahindra & Mahindra is ready with
electric avatar of KUV100 and XUV300
UTO EXPO 2020 HAS BEEN
all about electric vehicles, with
manufacturers showcasing cars
that are ready to hit the streets, as early as
the second half of 2020. Mahindra &
Mahindra, launched the eKUV100 at `8.25
lakh (ex-showroom, Delhi, inclusive of
FAME II scheme benefits), making this the
most affordable electric car on sale in India
at the moment. Also displayed was the
eXUV300, which is close to the production

A

form and will hit the streets by late 2021.
The eKUV100 uses a 40kW electric
motor, delivering power to the front
wheels and generates 120Nm of instant
torque. Keeping the diverse climatic
conditions of the country, Mahindra has
equipped the eKUV100’s battery pack with
liquid-cooling to maintain the optimal
temperature. There’s a provision for fast
charging as well, which, Mahindra claims
will charge the battery from 0 to 80 per
EKUV100

EKUV100 IS
THE MOST
AFFORDABLE
ELECTRIC CAR
IN INDIA
cent in just 55 minutes. The claimed range
on a single charge is impressive at 150km.
eKUV100’s styling is very close to its ICE
counterpart. However, there are subtle
changes distinguishing it from the KUV100.
For starters, the eKUV100 gets a closed

UP AND AT ‘EM

Mahindra has showcased its third electric
offering, with the Atom electric quadricycle
ATOM

LONG WITH THE EKUV100
and eXUV300, Mahindra also
showcased the Atom. The
brand’s first electric quadricycle,
showcased alongside the Udo concept at
the Auto Expo 2018, was now displayed in
its production avatar at the Auto Expo
2020. Mahindra says the Atom will take on
the duties of a three-wheeler but with the
safety of a four-wheeler and go on sale by
the second half of 2020.

A

The brand revealed the Atom will have a
monocoque chassis, air-conditioning and
4G connectivity, complete with provision
for in-car entertainment. Though detailed
technical specifications will be revealed
later this year, likely at the launch, going by
the classification of quadricycle vehicles,
the Atom will have a power output of
around 20bhp (probably using Mahindra’s
own 48kW electric drive system) and with
a top speed of about 60-70kmph.

Mahindra says the Atom will be
assembled in its Bengaluru plant from
where all low voltage models are rolled
out. Mahindra has so far invested `150
crore in quadricycles and `250 crore in a
new assembly line at the same Bengaluru
plant. The brand is also planning to invest a
total of about `500 crore in its Bengalurubased R&D center.
At first glance, the Atom may seem like
it has very compact dimensions, but the
high roofline, coupled with the large glass
area and windscreen should help generate
a good amount of room in the interior, as
well as give a bright and airy feeling. The
Atom has been designed to fit in four
people in relative comfort, taking over the
role of last-mile connectivity for urban
surroundings.
Once on sale, the Atom will rival the
likes of the Bajaj Qute, the only quadricycle
on sale in India. However, the Atom has a
natural advantage, as the Qute is only
offered with only a petrol engine, with no
electric iteration expected anytime soon.

MAHINDRA
HAS INVESTED
`150 CRORE IN
QUADRICYCLES
SO FAR

front grille and the charging port is located
on the left front fender.
The eXUV300 was also showcased at
the event and is based on the new
Mahindra Electric Scalable and Modular
Architecture (MESMA). This platform has
received a 5-star Global NCAP rating and
will be used in future Mahindra electric
concepts as well.
Mahindra will be revealing all the
technical specifications of the eXUV300
when the car is ready for launch.
On the aesthetic front, the eXUV300,
like the eKUV100 is very close to the fuel
sipping sibling, however, the concept
showcased featured a futuristic LED
headlamp, wing cameras instead of rear
view mirrors and a radical design for the
alloys. However, these are likely to be
replaced by traditional units as seen on
the XUV300, once the electric car goes
into production.

GEAR UP

This showstopping
installation is a
Jaguar E-Type,
made of gears!
HE JAGUAR E-TYPE IS
undoubtedly one of the
most gorgeous cars in
the world, even Enzo Ferrari said
so! The team at Cartist were
restoring a pair of actual E-Types
and were so inspired by the car’s
design, they made a pair of 1:1
replicas of the E-Type. One of the
replicas is made of unused metal
wire and the other is comprised of
old gears and bearings. The cars are
an exact scale model and even
feature the same chassis layout as
the real thing! They might not be
actual Jaguars, but they definitely
capture the essence and aesthetic
of the real thing. The Cartist
exhibition has many more
installations like this so be sure to
check them out when you’re
wandering about at the Expo!
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R1

HALL
1

REAT WALL MOTORS (GWM)
made quite an impression at
the Auto Expo 2020 with its
slew of Haval SUVs. However, it was the
two electric offerings, the R1 and the iQ,
which GWM got under its ORA (Open,
Reliable, Alternative) EV sub-brand that
actually made an impression, as offerings
like this make lot more sense for our
market, considering the recent push
towards electric mobility.
Starting off with the R1, it is built on the
ME platform, the first exclusive platform
for electric vehicles in China. Visually, it

G
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SPARKING
AHEAD

Aside from the SUV onslaught, Great Wall
Motors also showcased its EV prowess
IQ

follows the neo-retro look, akin to the
Honda e EV, its small dimensions adding to
its appeal as an urban runabout. Under the
hood it has a 33kWh battery making 46bhp
and 125Nm, which can take the R1 to a
claimed top speed of 100kmph, limited in
the interests of range, which is its trump
card, as GWM claims the R1 can do 351km
on a single charge (NEDC test figures).
On the inside, the R1 gets a 9-inch
touchscreen with a user interactive
interface, six airbags, ABS, a reverse
camera with parking sensors, a tyre
pressure monitoring system, and even hill
start assist.
Moving on to the iQ compact sedan EV,
GWM has positioned it as the new
generation of pure electric compact
Fastback Sedan. It is equipped with a
ternary lithium-ion battery and a
permanent magnet synchronous motor,
with an output of 59bhp, and is good for a
150kmph top speed. Again, GWM has laid
emphasis on the range, which the brand
says is about 401km per charge.
The iQ gets a clean design of the dash
with an understated touchscreen, and
what looks like a full-length AC vent. It gets
keyless entry, and the displayed model got
a leather-wrapped steering wheel with
infotainment controls as well as cruise
control. Speaking of utilities, it gets
generous door pockets as well as a small
cubbyhole between the seats to keep your
keys or mobile. The iQ also gets a reversing
camera and sensors.
In terms of pricing, the R1 is priced the
Indian equivalent of `6 lakh in China,
though we are not sure about GWM’s
strategy for either the R1 or the iQ in India.
That said, once they are here, the R1 may
go up against the Mahindra eKUV100, the
only other compact SUV EV, while the iQ
might go up against the Tata Tigor EV, the
only compact sedan EV at the moment.
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S KO DA AU TO : S P EC I A L F E AT U R E

125 YEARS OF ŠKODA
ICONIC CARS

The history of Škoda Auto is lined with a number of
milestones: legendary automobiles and people making a
name for themselves far away from the country of their birth

1905: L&K VOITURETTE A

1959: ŠKODA OCTAVIA

1996: ŠKODA OCTAVIA I

Mladá Boleslav’s first car had a 1-litre
V-twin, could hit 40kmph and boasted of
outstanding handling qualities.

Škoda’s eighth post-war model bore a
Latin woman’s name and even won the
Monte Carlo rally thrice!

The brand’s first car developed using
Computer Aided Design by a team led
by Belgian designer Dirk van Braeckel.

1911: L&K S

1959: ŠKODA FELICIA

2016: ŠKODA KODIAQ

The 2,000-unit production run of the S
series lasted a remarkable 14 years,
making it a best-seller in the process.

This coupé had people scrambling to
buy it with the removable laminate hard
top as well as the textile roof.

Named after Alaska’s most powerful
brown bear, this spacious SUV was
loaded with state-of-the-art technology.

1895-1905

1905-1925

1926-1933

1926-1990

1999 - 2011
1925: L&K/SKODA 110

1964: ŠKODA 1000 MB

2017: ŠKODA KAROQ

L&K/Škoda 110 transition model was
available in many versions, including
soft-top and hard-top convertibles.

This new-generation Škoda got a
rear-mounted aluminium block
four-cylinder engine with RWD.

Takes everything that makes the Kodiaq
special, but puts it in an SUV that has a
smaller footprint.

2011 - 2016

1934: ŠKODA SUPERB

1970: ŠKODA 130 RS RALLYE

Škoda’s flagship began production in
1935, with features including a built-in
six-valve radio receiver.

Based on the 1970 110 R, this
motorsport legend had the engine
rebored to 1307cc and made 183bhp.

2020: ŠKODA VISION IN

1936: ŠKODA POPULAR

1984: ŠKODA FAVORIT

In January 1936, a Škoda Popular came
second in the sub-1500cc category in
the tough Monte Carlo rally.

The front-mounted engine and FWD
hatch sported a design by Italy’s
acclaimed Bertone studio.

SINCE 2016

Škoda displayed the Vision IN concept,
the brand’s first compact SUV based on
the MQB-A0-IN platform at the Auto
Expo 2020. It features a design unique
language for India – with a blend of
Czech Bohemian glass work and
Kalamkari art. This is particularly visible
on the interiors and dashboard inlays.

www.evoindia.com/autoexpo
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ERCEDES-BENZ IS THE ONLY
luxury manufacturer to be
present at Auto Expo 2020, and
it too has showcased its commitment to
an electric future with the EQC. It is
Mercedes-Benz’s first fully electric
mainstream car (we can’t forget that lime
green SLS AMG, can we?) and it is based
on the GLC’s platform.
The Mercedes-Benz EQC has an 80kWh
battery on the floor of the car, and this is
hooked up to two electric motors — one
on each axle. The total power output is
300kW and the two motors make a
combined torque output of 760Nm. The
system gives the EQC all-wheel drive
capabilities and torque to each axle can be
adjusted to enhance driving dynamics and
make the car more effective in varying
conditions. The battery contains 384
individual cells, and is placed on the car’s
floor between the two axles. The battery
system is modular, with two modules of 48

M

EQ, SEE?

HALL
15

Benz has its first ever mainstream electric
car on display at Auto Expo
EQC

THE SYSTEM
GIVES THE
EQC ALLWHEEL DRIVE
CAPABILITIES
MG Motor
showcased the
Marvel X electric car
and the E200 3-door
EV at the Auto Expo

MG’S EV PUSH
MARVEL X

HALL
5

E200

LOSE ON THE HEELS OF THE
launch of the MG ZS EV, the
Chinese manufacturer
demonstrates its strong commitment to
EVs at the Auto Expo. MG Motor India
displayed a huge line-up of products, led
by the Marvel X, the world’s first
mass-produced level three autonomous
electric vehicle. It comes equipped with a
52.5kWh battery and boasts of a 403km
NEDC-tested range. The Marvel X has
novel features that integrate its internet,
electric and autonomous capabilities, an
example of which is its use of augmented

08

C

reality for navigation, which the brand says
leads to zeroing in on locations with high
precision, and autonomous parking, where
the vehicle can scan its surroundings in
real time, allowing it to park itself safely
even in irregular parking spots. Other
driver assistance features include adaptive
cruise control, lane-keeping assist, and

emergency braking assist.
With a DC fast charger, the Marvel X can
charge from 0 per cent to 80 per cent in
just 40 minutes. A standard AC charger will
take 8.5 hours to fully charge the Marvel X
though. Much like the MG ZS EV, the
Marvel X also gets a Kinetic Energy
Recovery System (KERS).

cells and four modules of 72 cells. The
battery is liquid-cooled, but it also has a
battery heater to allow optimum
performance while charging in very low
temperatures. The battery is also an
integral part of the crash structure. The
EQC has an impressive range of 400km on
the WLTP test cycle. Being an electric car,
acceleration is great — it will do a
0-100kmph time of 5.1 seconds but it has
a limited top speed of 180kmph.
Mercedes-Benz has announced that it
will bring the EQC to India, with the launch
slated for April 2020.

The Marvel X gets adaptive cruise
control, a 12-inch instrument console and,
a massive 19.4-inch touchscreen
infotainment system. It also gets ambient
lighting, leather seats and wireless
charging. If it does go on sale in India, the
Marvel X will be positioned above the MG
ZS EV.
Another EV at the stall was the 3-door
E200, a micro-electric capable of seating
two. Details about the motor and the
battery are scarce at this point, but we
know that the E200, has a range of 250km
(NEDC cycle). It could be a great addition
to our narrow, crowded roads. However, it
is not expected to be launched in India
anytime soon.

MUCH LIKE
THE MG ZS EV,
THE MARVEL
X ALSO GETS
A KINETIC
ENERGY
RECOVERY
SYSTEM

@evoindia/ @ fastbikesindia
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VO L KSWAG E N

ID. CROZZ

OLKSWAGEN DISPLAYED THE
close-to-production I.D.Crozz
concept at the Auto Expo. Built
on VW’s MEB platform for electric cars, the
I.D.Crozz is a four-door coupe-SUV. It gets
an 83kWh lithium-ion battery, powering
the front and rear electric motors allowing
for a range of over 500km (NEDC cycle)
with top speed limited to 180kph. First
showcased in 2017 at the Shanghai motor
show, the car has received a number of
updates over the years and is expected to
receive some more before the production
version is unveiled in April this year.
The I.D.Crozz will be based on VW’s MEB

V

SD_DAY 5_FEB 9.indd 9

FUTURE I.D.

The Volkswagen I.D.Crozz previews the
company’s future electric products
platform for electric vehicles. VW claims
that it will be as spacious as the Tiguan
AllSpace with a claimed 515 litres of boot
space. The I.D.Crozz is 4,625mm long,
1,891mm wide and sits 1,609mm tall, with
a wheelbase of 2,773mm. The VW I.D.Crozz

concept gets two motors, one at the front
and one at the rear, producing 102bhp and
140Nm of torque at the front and 204bhp
and 310Nm of torque at the rear
respectively.
On the inside the VW gets a CleanAir

system to only supply the occupants with
clean air. There is also a voice assistant
that will allow you to open and close doors
using a voice command. Augmented
reality enabled screens, a heads-up display,
mirror that uses the feed from 3 cameras,
and a movable light blind that can create
ambient lighting on the inside as well as
the outside of the car are some of the tech
highlights on the SUV. There’s an
autonomous driving mode too that can be
activated by voice command or by
pressing the VW logo displayed
prominently on the steering.
From the outside, there are no updates
from when it was last showcased, with the
distinctive I.D. light signature holding pride
of place on the minimalist front. The
swooping roofline and 21-inch wheels too
continue to be present. And so do the
cameras that take the place of the wing
mirrors. The I.D.Crozz has styling elements
also seen in the all-electric I.D.3 hatchback.
The connected headlamps and the
illuminated VW logo are elements
previously seen on other I.D. family cars.
The muscular bonnet with sharp contours
make the I.D.Crozz look butch. It also gets
a contrasting all-black roof. The sloping
roofline flows into the sharply raked
tailgate. At the rear too, the I.D.Crozz
comes with connected taillamps and the
illuminated Volkswagen logo. As a part of
its massive electrification push, VW is
expected to launch the I.D.Crozz as a halo
car in India next year.

2/8/2020 7:29:11 PM
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Q: Pratap, tell us why the Sierra, in the first
place.
Pratap Bose: “We have three iconic
vehicles – Se Su Sa – Sierra, Sumo and
Safari. The Sierra was the first in 1991. It is
also the one that’s not been in the market
for the longest time. It’s a part of India’s
cultural memory. Anyone who grew up in
the 80s and 90s, the Sierra was part of
their life. Now this being the 75th year of
Tata Motors, we wanted to pay tribute to
the team that created the original. They
had nothing to look back on, they only
looked forward. Which is what we want to
do and we brought back the electric Sierra.
It’s for this era.
Q: The glass house on the profile reminds
us of the original SIerra.
PB: On the off side, it’s like a two-door just
like the original. The two-door original had
access issues and we thought of how to
deal with that. So now on the curbside, it’s
still a two-door; one slides and the other
opens conventionally. It opens up this
great entrance to the car, which is roomy.”

I DIDN'T WANT
IT TO BECOME
A RETRO
MOBILE AND A
SLAVE TO THE
PAST
Q: Are the flush-fit door handles possible
on production cars?
PB: “It can be. Land Rover for example
does this very well. I think Jerry and team
on the Velar, the way they have done the
gaps and the treatment they have come
close to electronic objects.”
Q: How expensive would it be to engineer
a door like this?
PB: “I don’t think it will be [expensive], just
because there will be other issues around
it, especially safety. It can be done. As this
has existed but it has to fit within a price
envelope for us. That’s why it’s here in
concept form.”
Q: How long were you working on this
design?
PB: “It must have been 6 to 8 months I
think. It’s a skunkworks project. We said
we need one to mark the 75th year. I didn’t
want it to become a retro mobile and
become a slave to the past. Like I said, if a
young kid saw it today without seeing the
original, it should be an appealing car. And
a lot of people have this fear that when
you go electric you go boring. I don’t think
this is boring by any stretch of the
imagination. Anyone being a petrolhead
with fuel in their veins would love to drive
a car like this. I would love to drive a car
like this.”

INTERVIEW

“SIERRA IS A PART OF
INDIA’S CULTURAL MEMORY”
Pratap Bose, Vice President, Global Design, Tata Motors has a lot of
things to say about inspirational designs and much more

Q: Will this ever be a gasoline-powered
car?
PB: “This is based on the Alpha
architecture. The Altroz is available in both
forms EV and ICE. So yes.
Q: How difficult was it for you to push this
past the board?
PB: “Well like I said, it’s part of the cultural
memory of India. It was one of those
moments where you look at something,
we had this with Nexon as well by the
way. We had this moment saying is there
any reason why we are not doing this, not
making a car like this. You need to aim for
that moment, where is that unspoken
moment.”
Q: Interior looks very concept-ish.
PB: “A lot of the IP door panels are very
close to reality. We wanted to show the car
as a digital detox space. I mean some
screens go beyond the confines of the car
and extend into the mirrors. In fact, if you
see inside, there is a little iPad and that’s

it. You can bring your own device, put it in
on what we call the Tech shelf. It slots in
and you can have it if you want.”
Q: Is there anything on the car that we are
looking at that will make its way to a
production car soon?
PB: “I mean of course this is not even a
production car, if you look a lot of can
come in. If you look there are no silly size
wheels, the dimensions are very real not
cut off the roof, it’s not a coupe. The very
real footprint of an engine can and will fit
in here. We haven’t gone crazy so that it’s
unbelievable.”
Q: Any message to aspiring designers?
PB: “Work hard. You must have a story to
tell. You can’t just say oh I like it, that’s not
enough. They need to understand the story
behind it. Like the HBX has its own little
story. Please spend some time, don’t start
getting into sketches immediately; spend
some time in defining what you want to
design.”

Q: Is design just plain sketching or is there
also a story behind it?
PB: “Design is storytelling. When these
cars are in the showroom, I am not there
to explain it to everybody. Language is
the medium of communication. But
whatever you use visually on the car must
say something. I’m muscular, I’m sleek,
I’m aerodynamic. It should have a
message with your language and story.
Everything you design should tell the
complete story.”
Q: Of all the cars on your stand what was
the most difficult to design?
PB: “I don’t think anything in particular, but
definitely HBX in its super compact
footprint. It’s a very small car on the
outside but it’s got great interior space.
And Altroz to design; it’s a difficult
segment because it’s extremely
competitive and you need something
super compelling. There no half measures
will do. So in design, we really went all out
to hit that sweet spot.”
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TATA M OTO R S

ATA MOTORS DEMONSTRATED
its clear vision for an electric
future with a host of EVs. After
the recent mass market launch of the
Nexon EV, Tata Motors brought the Altroz
EV to the Auto Expo. First displayed at the
Geneva motor show last year, this is the
India debut of the EV set to be launched
sometime this year.
The car displayed is close-to-production
Altroz EV and gets revised front and rear
bumpers and new alloy wheels with blue
details (signifying the car’s green
credentials). For the most part, however,
most design details have been carried over
from the car showcased in Geneva. The
car is based on the brand’s modular ALFA
Arc platform that is built from the
ground-up to accommodate both ICE and
electric drivetrains if needed.
On the inside, the EV is very similar to
the ICE engine Altroz. Blue highlights all
over the cabin and lighter coloured
upholstery, differentiate it from the Altroz.
Additionally, the rotary gear selector and
electronic parking brake are unlike the
Altroz.

T

THE ALTROZ
EV IS ONE OF
THE 4 EVS
THAT TATA IS
PLANNING TO
LAUNCH IN THE
NEXT TWO
YEARS

ALTROZ EV CONCEPT
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TATA ‘ZIPS’ AHEAD
Tata Motors displays a number of upcoming
EV products at the Auto Expo

The Altroz EV is expected to use Tata’s
Ziptron powertrain that is comprised of a
single motor powering the front wheels.
The Altroz’s lithium-ion battery pack is
expected to provide the hatchback with a
range of 250km and can be charged to 80
per cent in just 60 minutes using a DC fast
charging point.

SIERRA CONCEPT

The Altroz EV is only one of the four EVs
that Tata Motors is planning to launch in
the next two years. The close-toproduction HBX concept will also manifest
itself in EV form sometime this year.
The showstopper at the Tata motors
pavilion was the Sierra EV concept. Tata, it
seems, is attempting to revive the iconic
Sierra brand name. Tata has tried hard to
maintain the character of the design of the
90s cult classic, while keeping the design
modern. The concept features the iconic
curved rear windows that wrap around all
the way up to the roof to create a glass
house just like the old Sierra. A quirky
addition is the three-door layout (unlike on
the original Sierra) – two on the passenger
side and one on the driver side. The Sierra
logo is embossed on the rear tailgate
which also borrows design inspiration
from the older version. The Tata Nexon EV,
meanwhile, was launched a short while
ago at an aggressive `13.99 lakh
(ex-showroom). While the ‘Ziptron’ electric
powertrain is newly developed in
conjunction with Tata’s various groups of
companies, the cosmetics and interiors
have been updated and they are in line

NEXON EV

with the BS6 Nexon variants. Tata’s first
long-range electric vehicle gets a 30.2kWh
high energy density lithium-ion battery
under the hood. Though the EV weighs in
at 1400kg, the 320 volt electric powertrain
generates 127bhp and 245Nm of torque
that is capable of propelling the EV to
100kmph in 9.9 seconds. Despite being
95kg heavier than its diesel counterpart, it
still manages to be 2 seconds quicker. The
top speed is limited to 120kmph. Where
the Nexon EV surprises is its driving range.
On full charge, the Nexon EV claims to
deliver 312km range (ARAI Certified).
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R E N AU LT

The first Renault EV
will be plying on our
roads as early as
2022. And it’s going
to be the electric
Kwid; christened as
K-Ze in China
ENAULT INDIA IS PLANNING
to assemble the K-Ze in India
(which is likely to be
rechristened as Kwid Electric) and launch
it by 2022. Based on the CMF-A platform,
the K-Ze is powered by a 26.8kWh battery
which is mated to a 33kW motor,
generating a healthy 125Nm of torque. The
claimed NEDC range is 271km and the
top-up time is 4 hours on an AC charger
while on a DC charger, it is claimed to be
30min (30-80 per cent). The K-Ze doesn’t
look vastly different from the regular Kwid
with the exception of a rehashed grille.
Even the interiors are similar to the Kwid
with a large, 8-inch touchscreen
infotainment system that also has Android
Auto and Apple CarPlay integrated,
semi-digital cluster and the same
gear-selector as seen on the Kwid AMT. In
terms of the pricing, we expect it to cost
around `8 to `9 lakh.
The Zoe on the other hand, had made
its debut at the Auto Expo 2018 but this
time, Renault has plans to bring it to India
by as early as 2022. A lot of spy shots have
been going around the internet and we
can tell you that the only difference on the
Indian car is going to be underbody
protection. The Zoe sold abroad gets a
52kWh battery with a 133bhp motor. The
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K-ZE

R

EXPECT
THE KWID
ELECTRIC TO
COST AROUND
`8 TO `9 LAKH
WHEN IT GOES
ON SALE BY
2022

E-KWID IS A GO!
range is impressive at 395km (WLTP) and it
also gets fast charging. Don’t expect the
Zoe to be affordable though and we
expect it to priced upwards of `15 lakh.
That’s not all; Renault is also showcasing
the funky Twizy Cargo with a rear-mounted
motor that is not so impressive in terms of
specs. 17bhp and 57Nm to be precise.
Now this is a rear-wheel drive transmission
and considering Twizy’s lightweight
chassis, the quadricycle should be a hoot
to drive. The range is substantial too at
100km. Of course, this will not be going on
sale in India and has been brought to
showcase Renault’s potential.
But if you are a Formula 1 enthusiast,
the Vision R.S. 2027 is something you
should not miss. Unlike other Formula 1
concepts, the 2027 is a gorgeous evolution
of road racing with big and wide displays,
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R.S. 2027

ZOE

AWD and rear-wheel steering, and a nose
that is completely transparent. The R.S.
concept has a closed cockpit for maximum
safety unlike the current generation F1
cars but it showcases autonomous
features that would activate in case of
accidents, to open the lid.
Although, this is not a pure electric car.
The company is proposing a more
‘eco-friendly’ variant of the current hybrid
setup. But yes, it will get a pure electric
mode that can be used in the pit lane. This
doesn’t come as surprise as Renault
already has a successful team in Formula
E since the sport’s inception in 2014.
Renault has also suggested a support race
for these cars alongside Formula 1 main
events, for fans to get a taste of what the
future of Formula 1 could look like. And it
sure is looking good!
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HAIMA & MARUTI SUZUKI
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E1 EV

ELECTRIC START

Chinese automaker Haima to kickstart
its Indian innings with the E1 EV
HINESE CARMAKER HAIMA
Automobile, in association with
Bird Group, made its Indian
debut at the Auto Expo 2020, showcasing
a wide range of cars. Established in 1988,
the brand partnered with Mazda from
1992 to 2006, after which it started its
international expansion. Haima is currently
present in more than 20 countries in
Eastern Europe, Central and South
America, the Middle East, Africa and
Southeast Asia. The brand is now focusing
on the EV space and displayed the E1 EV
at the Auto Expo.
The E1 EV is equipped with a 20.42kWh
lithium battery capable of 95Nm, with a
claimed range of 302km, which Haima
says leads to a running cost of merely `60
per 100km. Haima has big plans for the
development of its battery, motor and
electric control system to benefit from the
government’s incentives for the nascent
EV industry. From the outside, the E1 EV
looks compact and with its simple, boxy
design and it does manage to stand out. It
occupies a tiny footprint and should be
great in our crowded cities. On the inside,

C

it is tall and roomy and gets a digital
instrument cluster and a 10.1-inch
touchscreen infotainment system.
Haima will make its way to India with
the E1 EV, which is expected to be
launched in early-2022. Bird Electric will
bring in the EV1 in completely knockeddown (CKD) form and assemble it at its
Manesar facility. We expect it to be priced
competitively when it launches, and it
could well be under `10 lakh.

FROM THE
OUTSIDE,
THE HAIMA
E1 EV LOOKS
COMPACT

FUTURE READY
Concept Futuro-e presents Maruti
Suzuki’s vision for the future
CONCEPT FUTURO-E

ARUTI SUZUKI PREMIERED ITS
much talked about Concept
Futuro-e at the Auto Expo 2020.
An imagination of future green mobility,
the Concept Futuro-e is a design study. A
stylish coupe SUV, the most striking design
flourish is the lighting element that runs
horizontally across the front of the car
with the Suzuki logo at the centre. It gets a
high shoulder line like most coupe-SUVs
do and it neatly merges with the strong
muscular rear haunches. The shoulder
lines continue to meet the taillamps which
run across the back horizontally.
Interestingly, the Concept Futuro-e doesn’t
seem to feature a rear windscreen. The
coupe shape drops sharply below the
taillights and rear end is a mostly vertical
surface with a kink that also holds the
Suzuki logo. The large tyres fill up the
wheel wells and the alloys look striking.

M
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One of the highlights of the Concept
Futuro-e are the futuristic interiors which
transform with the driving environment. It
features flexible swivel travel seats and
console to give occupants added freedom
of movement. In addition, a partly
translucent upper instrument console adds
to the techno-futuristic quotient of the car.
The Concept Futuro-e is not likely to see
production but several of its design
touches could make their way into future
Maruti Suzuki SUVs.
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HERO ELECTRIC
SHOWCASES FIVE NEW
PRODUCTS HALL
12
HE BIGGEST ELECTRIC VEHICLE
brand in the country – Hero
Electric, showcased its new
range of products at the Auto Expo
including a motorcycle and a trike. Hero
Electric also unveiled an all-new scooter
called AE-29.
Let’s begin with the motorcycle – the
AE-47. It is powered by a 3.5kWh battery
mated to a 4kW motor. It has an
impressive rage of 160km in Eco mode and
85km in Power mode. Full charge takes
four hours and top speed is a respectable
85kmph. Interestingly, it also gets a cruise
control feature along with keyless fob and
reverse. You also get geo-fencing and
real-time tracking.
The trike is christened as AE-3 and it
gets a gyroscope-based stability feature
along with an auto-balance park switch.
The AE-3 is powered by a 3kWh lithium-ion
battery with a range of 100km while the
top speed is 80kmph. Full charge takes
five hours on a regular power 5A power
socket. In terms of features it gets a USB
charging socket, crawl and reverse assist,
mobile connectivity and geo-fencing.
The scooter range includes AE-8, AE-75
and AE-29. The AE-29 comes with a range
of 80km and a top speed of 55kmph.
Features include Bluetooth connectivity,
anti-theft lock, walk and reverse assist. The
AE-75 has been developed in partnership
with Sahara Evols and it gets a top speed
of 45kmph and a range of 80km. The AE-8
belongs to the low-speed segment and
thus its speed is limited at 25kmph while
the range is a healthy 80km.
Hero Electric is betting big on low-speed
scooters and is aiming to ramp up its
production facilities and bring the capacity
to 5 lakh EVs/annum.

T

ELECTRIC CLASSIC
IAGGIO GROUP HAD THE
Vespa Elettrica, the only
electric scooter from the
Italian group’s stable at the Auto Expo.
However, this one was a Euro-spec
model. Vespa had also showcased the
Elettrica in the 2018 Auto Expo.
The Vespa Elettrica boasts of a
100km range and a charging time of 4
hours using a 220v outlet. The peak
power on this e-scooter is 4kW while
the continuous power output is rated
at 3.6kw. The maximum torque
generated at the wheel is 200Nm. The
e-scooter tips the scales at 130kg,
with the battery weighing 25kg.
The styling of the Vespa Elettrica is
very similar to its ICE counterpart, but
gets neon accents distinguishing the
Elettrica. The e-scooter also gets a
4.3-inch TFT console, displaying riding

P

parameters and even journey
statistics, complete with smartphone
connectivity. All the controls are
located on the switchgear, allowing
the rider to answer calls and even give
voice commands without taking their
hands off the handlebar.
Piaggio is also offering a bunch of
accessories, including a Bluetoothenabled half face helmet and a
rucksack with removable top box bag
and an integrated back protector.
Though Piaggio hasn’t revealed any
plans of launching it, the brand
believes that electric mobility will have
strong market growth in the next
three to five years. The group is
already evaluating an electric product
for India which will be developed in
house. This will include the battery and
the powertrain.

CRUISING AHEAD
KINAWA, ONE OF THE FIRST
electric scooter manufacturers
in the country, has unveiled the
Cruiser. It is an electric maxi-scooter that
will sit at the top of their range.
The Cruiser boasts of a 3kW motor that
propels it to a top speed of 100kmph. The

O
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CRUISER

AE-3

HERO
ELECTRIC IS
BETTING BIG
ON LOW-SPEED
ELECTRIC
SCOOTERS

AE-47

Cruiser gets a 4kWh detachable lithium-ion
battery with a claimed range of 120km on
a single charge. It also gets fast charging
that can fully charge the Cruiser in 2-3
hours. The Cruiser has 14-inch alloy
wheels, and a typical maxi-scooter form
factor with a large apron and bulky
proportions. There are disc brakes at both
ends, a telescopic front suspension and
dual coil springs at the rear. It gets a large
storage bin behind the front apron.
Features include parking assist, allowing
the cruiser to be manoeuvred at walking
pace. Other prominent features include
keyless on/off, mobile charging port, speed
lock as well as geo-tracking. It gets LED
lights at both ends and a mobile app that
adds a number of connectivity features.
Okinawa is looking at launching the
scooter in India by the middle of this year
and once launched it will be the only
electric maxi-scooter in the country.
Okinawa also has the Praise on sale.
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BIRD ELECTRIC
IRD ELECTRIC MOBILITY
Pvt Ltd announced its plan
to introduce e-scooters and
a low-speed e-bike in India, in
collaboration with California-based EV
company Bird Rides Inc.
The Bird Cruiser is a mix of a moped
and a bicycle, capable of carrying two
people. The brand is still in the stage of

B

CRUISER

ananlysing the market, depending on
which, the Cruiser will either be
pedal-assisted or just have pegs.
Technical specifications of the Bird
Cruiser haven’t been announced yet.
It will be launched in Delhi, followed
by other Tier-1 and Tier-2 cities. The
brand intends to tap into B2B, as well
as direct customer sales with Crusier.

EMOTE ELECTRIC
MOTE ELECTRIC, FORMERLY
known as eMotion Motors
showcased the prototype of its
electric motorcycle, Surge at the Auto
Expo 2020.
Surge has a claimed top speed of
120kmph with a 10kW PMSM motor mated
to a 4-speed gearbox. Claimed range is
100km on a single charge and with fast

E

charging, the company claims that the
battery can be fully charged in less than an
hour. Interestingly, range can be extended
up to 200 or even 300km by adding more
battery packs cradled in the Surge‘s steel
trellis frame.
Emote hasn’t revealed their production
timeline or pricing of the Surge so we
cannot comment on the launch as of yet.

SURGE
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DEVOT
MOTORS

EF-1
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UTO EXPO 2020
witnessed many
start-ups showcasing
their take on electric mobility. One
such company is Devot motors,
who displayed their electric
prototype motorcycle, that is yet to
be named.
The e-motorcycle features some
interesting features like keyless
operation, modular batteries,
overcharging protection and
regenerative braking. There’s also a
provision to carry the charger on
the bike. Though the company has
not yet revealed all the
specifications of the bike, the
company claims the bike can
achieve a top speed of 100kmph
and range of 200km.
Devot Motors is aiming at
launching this electric motorcycle
by the end of 2020.

VOLET INDIA LAUNCHED
three, electric two-wheelers at
the Auto Expo. Christened Polo,
Pony and Derby, the e-scooters are
targeted at a young audience and suitable
for short urban commutes, and are ICAT
certified.
All these scooters share the same 250
Watt BDLC powertrain, which is capable of
propelling the scooter to a maximum
speed of 25kmph. The scooters are
available in EZ and Classic variants. The EZ
variants use lead-acid batteries while the

E

DEVOT

A

EVOLET INDIA

EVERVE
MOTORS

Classic variants get Li-ion batteries. The
claimed charging time for the lead acid
batteries is 8-9 hours while the Li-ion
variant takes around 3-4 hours. The range
varies from 90km to 100km.
The Polo is priced at `49,499 for the EZ
and `59,999 for Classic (ex-showroom),
the Pony EZ is `43,499 and Classic is
`54,999 (ex-showroom). The Derby carries
a sticker price of `46,999 (EZ) and `59,999
(Classic). Other products on display were
the electric ATV, christened Warrior and an
electric motorcycle, Hawk.

POLO

VERVE MOTORS
showcased prototypes of
its maiden electric
scooter at the Auto Expo. The
company aims to launch the
scooter by the end of this year.
Though technical specifications
haven’t been revealed, the
e-scooter will come in 3.3kW or
5kW variants, weighs 110kg and can
hit a top speed of 110kmph. It can
also hit 60kmph in just 8.73sec. The
battery pack can be charged using a
fast charger in just 1.5 hours.
The company is offering a
warranty of 1 year on the scooter
and 5 years on the battery pack.
The scooter also offers ABS which
none of the electric scooters have,
as of today; even as an option.
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Car manufacturers : Force
Motors, GWM, Haima, Hyundai, Kia,
Mahindra & Mahindra, Maruti Suzuki,
Mercedes-Benz, MG Motor, Renault,
Skoda, Tata Motors, Volkswagen
Bike manufacturers: Piaggio
Group, Suzuki Motorcycles
EVs: Charjet E-mobility, Devot
Motors, Goreen E-mobility, Hero
Electric, Jitendra New EV Tech, M2go
Electric, Okinawa Autotech, Olectra
Greentech, Raptee Energy, Rissala
Electric
Others: ARAI, Firefox, JBM, JK
Tyre, Map My India, SML Isuzu, TVS
Srichakra
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